Circulating cell-free RNA in the blood provides a potential window into the health, phenotype, and developmental programs of a variety of human organs. We used high-throughput methods of RNA analysis such as microarrays and next-generation sequencing to characterize the global landscape circulating RNA in a cohort of human subjects. By focusing on genes whose expression is highly specific to certain tissues, we were able to identify the relative contributions of these tissues to circulating RNA and to monitor changes in tissue development and health. As one application of this approach, we performed a longitudinal study on pregnant women and analyzed their combined cell-free RNA transcriptomes across all three trimesters of pregnancy and after delivery. In addition to the analysis of mRNA, we observed and characterized noncoding species such as long noncoding RNA and circular RNA transcripts whose presence had not been previously observed in human plasma. We demonstrate that it is possible to track specific longitudinal phenotypic changes in both the mother and the fetus and that it is possible to directly measure transcripts from a variety of fetal tissues in the maternal blood sample. We also studied the role of neuron-specific transcripts in the blood of healthy adults and those suffering from the neurodegenerative disorder Alzheimer's disease and showed that disease specific neural transcripts are present at increased levels in the blood of affected individuals. Characterization of the cell-free transcriptome in its entirety may thus provide broad insights into human health and development without the need for invasive tissue sampling.
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noninvasive diagnostics | cell-free nucleic acids | genomics T he existence of cell-free nucleic acids-both DNA and RNAin human blood has been known and studied since the late 1940s (1) . These molecules are largely the debris of apoptotic and necrotic cells from different tissues that are released into blood and therefore represent a window into the health and status of many solid tissues. The utility of cell-free DNA has been powerfully demonstrated by the development of noninvasive prenatal tests for fetal aneuploidy (2) , noninvasive sequencing of fetal genomes (3), noninvasive diagnostics for organ transplant recipients (4) , and the ability to both diagnose cancer and monitor the response of cancer treatment (5-7). These approaches are rapidly moving beyond academic research and into clinical use. For example, it is estimated that in 2013 more than half a million pregnant women underwent noninvasive prenatal testing based on cell-free DNA technology (8) . However, detecting differences in gene expression, and not just gene content, may improve our understanding and diagnosis of numerous disease states, including organ failure, inflammatory disease, neurodegenerative disorders, and additional pathological obstetric conditions.
In this respect, circulating cell-free RNA provides a unique opportunity to measure specific phenotypic information across many organs in the human body. Traditional molecular assays that accomplish this focus on either protein or metabolite measurements, which are challenging to perform on a large scale. Modern RNA analysis techniques such as microarrays and high-throughput sequencing provide the ability to make global measurements of RNA species and therefore enable one to probe a much more complex phenotypic landscape. Plasma cellfree RNA has been investigated in cancer patients (9) (10) (11) (12) and maternal plasma (13, 14) and was assumed to be packaged in apoptotic bodies that give it stability in plasma (15) . Studies of maternal plasma mRNA transcripts have focused mainly on transcripts that are exclusively expressed from the placenta (16) (17) (18) or on isolated plasma samples (19) and have not attempted to comprehensively study global fetal gene expression in vivo.
Results and Discussion
We used high-throughput methods of microarray and next-generation sequencing to characterize the landscape of cell-free RNA transcriptome of healthy adults and of pregnant women across all three trimesters of pregnancy and postpartum. Our results show that it is possible to monitor the gene expression status of many tissues and that one can measure the temporal expression of many crucial genes longitudinally during human development. In addition, our approach is able to quantitate various classes of transcripts, including long noncoding and circular RNA. Thus, cell-free RNA provides a unique in vivo window into the gene expression program of the developing human fetus. We also investigated the role of cell-free RNA in adults suffering from the neurodegenerative disorder Alzheimer's syndrome and observed a marked increase of neuron-specific transcripts in the blood of affected individuals, thus suggesting that cellfree RNA may be a potential diagnostic tool for this disease.
In our initial study, plasma samples were collected from four nonpregnant subjects consisting of 2 men and 2 women, as well as from 11 pregnant women who contributed samples at the first,
Significance
Circulating cell-free RNA in the blood provides a potential window into the health, phenotype, and developmental programs of a variety of human organs. We used high-throughput methods of RNA analysis such as microarrays and next-generation sequencing to characterize the global landscape of circulating RNA in human subjects. By focusing on tissue-specific genes, we were able to identify the relative contributions of these tissues to circulating RNA and monitor changes during tissue development and neurodegenerative disease states.
second, and third trimesters and postpartum (Fig. S1 ). After extraction from plasma, total mRNA was converted to cDNA and amplified, followed by sequencing. For each plasma sample, ∼20 million sequencing reads were generated, ∼80% of which could be mapped against the human reference genome (hg19). As the plasma RNA is of low concentration and vulnerable to degradation, contamination from the plasma DNA is a concern.
To assess the quality of the sequencing library, the number of reads assigned to different regions was counted: 34% mapped to exons, 18% mapped to introns, and 24% mapped to ribosomal RNA and tRNA. Therefore, dominant portion of the reads originated from RNA transcripts rather than DNA contamination. To validate the RNA-seq measurements, all of the plasma samples were also analyzed with gene expression microarrays.
Apoptotic cells from different tissue types release their RNA into the cell-free RNA component in plasma. Each of these tissues expresses a number of genes unique to their tissue type, and the observed cell-free RNA transcriptomes can be considered as a summation of contributions from these different tissue types. Using expression data of different tissue types available in public databases, the cell-free RNA transcriptome from our four nonpregnant subjects were deconvoluted using quadratic programming to reveal the relative contributions of different tissue types (Fig. 1) . These contributions identified different tissue types which are consistent among different control subjects. Whole blood, as expected, is the major contributor (∼40%) toward the cell-free RNA transcriptome. Other major contributing tissue types include the bone marrow and lymph nodes. One also sees consistent contributions from smooth muscle, epithelial cells, thymus, and hypothalamus.
The transcriptome data obtained by both microarray and RNAseq (20) were compared for each pregnant patient at various time points of gestation. Fig. 2 shows a scatter plot of the transcriptomes from one of the patients in the third trimester; both techniques showed good concordance with the Pearson correlation at 0.78. There are 8,527 detected genes (∼71% of all detected genes) that are common to both techniques (Table S1 ). An average Pearson correlation of 0.739 was obtained when considering all of the patients' samples in our study (Table S2 ). About 15% of the transcripts detected by sequencing were long noncoding RNA, and the relative proportion of different ncRNA categories remained relatively stable and consistent across different patients and trimesters (Fig. S2) .
Within our cohort, we analyzed ∼100 genes whose RNA transcripts contained paternal SNPs that were distinct from the maternal inheritance (Fig. S3 ) to explicitly demonstrate that the fetus contributes a substantial amount of RNA to the mother's blood. To accurately quantify and verify the relative fetal contribution, we genotyped a mother and her fetus and inferred paternal genotype. We quantified the weighted average fraction of fetal-originated cell-free RNA using paternal SNPs. Cell-free RNA fetal fraction depends on gene expression and varies greatly across different genes. In general, the fetal fraction of cell-free RNA increases as the pregnancy progress and decreases after delivery. The weighted average fetal fraction started at 0.4% in the first trimester, increased to 3.4% in the second trimester, and peaked at 15.4% in the third trimester. (Figs. S4-S6) Although fetal RNA should be cleared after delivery, there was still 0.3% of fetal RNA as calculated, which can be attributed to background noise arising from misalignment and sequencing errors.
In addition to monitoring fetal tissue-specific mRNA, our approach also identifies noncoding transcripts present in the cell-free compartment across pregnancy. These noncoding transcripts include long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), as well as circular RNAs (21) (circRNA), which we show here to be detectable in the plasma (Table S3 ). Additional PCR assays were designed to specifically amplify and validate the presence of these circRNA in plasma (Fig.  S7 ). circRNAs have recently been shown to be widely expressed in human cells (22) and have greater stability than their linear counterparts (23), potentially making them reliable biomarkers for capturing transient events. Several of the circRNA species appear to be specifically expressed during different trimesters of pregnancy (Fig. S8 ). The identification of these cell-free noncoding RNAs during pregnancy may improve our ability to monitor the health of the mother and fetus, especially as our understanding of the functions of these newly discovered RNA species matures.
There is a general increase in the number of genes detected across the different trimesters followed by a steep drop after the pregnancy (Fig. S9) . Such an increase in the number of genes detected suggests that we are observing unique transcripts expressed specifically during particular time intervals in the developing fetus. Fig. 3 and Fig. S10 show the heatmap of genes whose level changed over time during pregnancy, as detected by microarray and RNA-seq, respectively. ANOVA was applied to identify genes that varied in expression in a statistically significant manner across different trimesters. We imposed an additional condition filtering for transcripts that were expressed at low levels in both the postpartum plasma of pregnant subjects and in nonpregnant controls. Using these conditions, we identified 39 genes from RNA-seq and 34 genes from microarray, of which there were 17 genes in common. Gene Ontology (GO) performed on the identified genes using Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) (24) revealed that the identified gene list is enriched for the following GO terms: female pregnancy (Bonferroni-corrected P = 5.5 × 10 Using microarray expression data from the plasma of four normal controls, quadratic programming was performed using known tissue-specific expression from a publicly available database to obtain the relative tissue contribution of the respective different tissue types. The relative contribution from detected tissues were represented in pie charts for these four subjects. Distribution of contribution from different tissue types are fairly consistent between these subjects, with the major contributor of cell-free RNA originating from whole blood. extracellular region (corrected P = 6.6 × 10 −3 ), and hormone activity (corrected P = 6.3 × 10
−9
). We also observed that these RNA transcripts show a general trend of having low expression postpartum and the highest expression during the third trimester. Most of these transcripts are specifically expressed in the placenta, and their levels reach a maximum in the later stages of pregnancy.
One of the most distinct temporal trends is that exhibited by the chorionic gonadotropin (CG) family of RNA transcripts. This family of transcripts is produced by placental syncytiotrophoblasts, and the maternal serum level of beta human chorionic gonadotropin (bHCG) has been previously shown to peak during the first trimester of pregnancy (25) . This trend is similarly reflected within the cell-free transcriptome. Detection of bHCG protein in the blood and urine is routinely used to diagnose pregnancies and to monitor germ cell tumors and gestational trophoblastic disease. The fact that the RNA transcript level shows the same trends as the protein supports the notion of using RNA as a practical biomarker in situations where it is not straightforward to detect the protein (26) . Along with HCG, other placental transcripts such as PLAC4, PSG4, HAUS4, GH1, and CSHL1 were also identified. These transcripts all share a similar temporal trend where we observed an increasing trend during pregnancy with the peak achieved during third trimester of pregnancy.
We identified other nonplacental transcripts that share similar temporal trends. Two such significant transcripts were RAB6B and MARCH2, which are known to be expressed specifically in CD71 + erythrocytes. Erythrocytes enriched for CD71 + have been shown to contain fetal hemoglobin and are interpreted to be of fetal origin (27) . The presence of transcripts with known specificity to different fetal tissue types reflects the fact that the cellfree transcriptome during the period of pregnancy can be considered as a summation of transcriptomes from various different fetal tissues on top of a maternal background.
This analysis detected the presence of numerous transcripts that are specifically expressed in several other fetal tissues, although the available sequencing depth resulted in limited concordance between samples. To verify the presence of these and other potential fetal tissue-specific transcripts, we devised a panel of fetal tissue-specific transcripts for detailed quantification using the more sensitive method of quantitative PCR (qPCR). We focused on three main sources, which are of interest to fetal neurodevelopment and metabolism: placenta, fetal brain, and fetal liver. In Fig. 4 and Figs. S11 and S12, we systematically compare the levels of these groups of fetal tissue-specific transcripts at different trimesters to the level seen in maternal serum after delivery. To illustrate the temporal trends, we used housekeeping genes as the baseline, and ΔCt analysis was applied to find the level of relative expression these fetal tissue-specific transcripts with respect to the housekeeping genes. We observed that many of these tissue-specific transcripts were expressed at substantially higher levels during the pregnancy compared with postpartum. We found a general trend of an increase in the quantity of these transcripts across advancing gestation.
The placental qPCR assay focused on genes that are known to be highly expressed in the placenta, many of which encode for proteins that have been shown to be present in the maternal blood. The serum levels of these proteins are known to be involved in pregnancy complications such as preeclampsia and premature births (28) . Examples in our panel includes ADAM12, which encodes for disintegrin, and metalloproteinase domain-containing protein 12. These proteinases are highly expressed in human placenta and are present at high concentrations in maternal serum as early as the first trimester (29) . ADAM12 serum concentrations are known to be significantly reduced in pregnancies complicated by fetal trisomy 18 and trisomy 21 and may therefore be of potential use in conjunction with cell-free DNA for the detection of chromosomal abnormalities (30, 31) . Similarly, placental alkaline phosphatase, encoded by the ALPP gene, is a tissue-specific isoform expressed increasingly throughout pregnancy until term in the placenta (32, 33) . It is anchored to the plasma membrane of the syncytiotrophoblast and to a lesser extent of cytotrophoblastic cells (34) . This enzyme is also released into maternal serum (35) , and variations of its concentration are related with several clinical disorders such as preterm delivery (36, 37) . Another gene in our panel, BACE2, encoded the β site APP-cleaving enzyme, which generates amyloid-β protein by endoproteolytic processing. Brain deposition of amyloid-β protein is a frequent complication Fig. 3 . Heatmap of time-varying genes identified from microarray analysis. The color bar on the top of the heatmap corresponds to different time points during pregnancy. Each row of the heatmap refers to a gene, and each column is a sample taken at a particular time point: D, donor; T1, first trimester; T2, second trimester; T3, third trimester; P, postpartum. Unsupervised clustering was performed on genes across different time points. Distinct temporal trends are observed; the cluster of genes belongs to the CGB family of genes, which are known to be expressed at high levels during the first trimester exhibited corresponding high levels of RNA in the first trimester. The other clusters of genes mainly contains genes transcripts that increased throughout the first two trimesters and showed a peak expression in the third. T1  T2  T3 POST  T1  T2  T3 POST  T1  T2  T3 POST  T1  T2  T3 POST Fig. 4 . Time course of fetal brain-specific genes, measured by qPCR. Plot showing the ΔCt value with respect to the housekeeping gene ACTB across the different trimesters of pregnancy including after birth. Time points across each patient is shown connected by the lines. Two replicates were performed for each patient at each time point. The general trends show elevated levels during the trimesters with a decline to low levels after the baby is born in concordance with the notion that fetal-specific transcripts increased into the pregnancy followed by rapid clearance after birth.
of Down syndrome patients, and BACE-2 is known to be overexpressed in Down syndrome (38) . Other transcripts in our placental assay are known to be transcribed at high levels in the placenta, and levels of these mRNAs are important for normal placental function and development in pregnancy. TAC3 is mainly expressed in the placenta and is significantly elevated in preeclamptic human placentas at term (39, 40) . Similarly, PLAC1 is essential for normal placental development. PLAC1 deficiency results in a hyperplastic placenta, characterized by an enlarged and dysmorphic junctional zone (41) . An increase in cell-free mRNA of PLAC1 has been suggested to be correlated with the occurrence of preeclampsia (42) .
On the fetal liver tissue-specific panel, one of the characterized transcripts is AFP. AFP encodes for α-fetoprotein and is transcribed mainly in the fetal liver. AFP is the most abundant plasma protein found in the human fetus (43) . Clinically, AFP protein levels are measured in pregnant women in either maternal blood or amniotic fluid and serve as a screening marker for fetal aneuploidy, as well as neural tube and abdominal wall defects (44, 45) . Other fetal liver-specific transcripts that were characterized are highly involved in metabolism. An example is fetal liver-specific monooxygenase CYP3A7, which catalyzes many reactions involved in synthesis of cholesterol and steroids and is responsible for the metabolism of more than 50% of all clinical pharmaceuticals. In drug-treated diabetic pregnancies in which glucose levels in the woman are uncontrolled, neural tube and cardiac defects in the early developing brain, spine, and heart depend on functional GLUT2 carriers, whose transcripts are well characterized in our panel (46, 47) . Mutations in this gene results in Fanconi-Bickel syndrome, a congenital defect of facilitative glucose transport (48) . Monitoring of fetal liver-specific transcripts during the drug regime may enable analysis of the fetuses' response to drug therapy that the mother is undergoing.
The fetal brain panel focused on genes whose transcripts are brain specific and known to exhibit an increasing trend throughout development; many are also found within the amniotic fluid (49) . An example is ZNF238, which is specific to fetal brain tissue and is known to be vital for cerebral cortex expansion during embryogenesis when neuronal layers are formed. Loss of ZNF238 in the central nervous system leads to severe disruption of neurogenesis resulting in a striking postnatal small-brain phenotype (50) . Similarly, FOXG1 encodes a brain-specific transcriptional repressor that is essential for early development of the telencephalon (51) and is implicated in the severe neurodevelopmental disease Rett syndrome (52) . The ability to measure expression of transcription factors enables one to directly monitor the controlling elements of the developmental program of human fetus in vivo and noninvasively.
It was striking that we could detect brain-specific transcripts in multiple ways. The qPCR brain panel detected fetal brain-specific transcripts in maternal blood, whereas the whole transcriptome deconvolution analysis in our nonpregnant adult samples revealed the hypothalamus as a significant contributor. However, the fact that the hypothalamus is bounded by specialized brain regions that lack an effective blood-brain barrier (53) rationalizes these observations and leads one to hypothesize that cell-free DNA in the blood can be used to measure neuronal death. To follow up on this idea, qPCR was used to measure the expression levels of selected brain transcripts in the plasma of both Alzheimer's patients and age-matched normal controls. These measurements were made for a cohort of 16 patients: 6 diagnosed as Alzheimer's and 10 normal subjects (Fig. 5) . The APP transcript encodes for the precursor molecule whose proteolysis generates β amyloid, which is the primary component of amyloid plaques found in the brain of Alzheimer's disease patients (54) . Preliminary measurements of the plasma APP transcript corroborate the known biology behind progression of Alzheimer's disease (55) (56) (57) (58) and showed a significant increase in patients with Alzheimer's disease compared with normal subjects, suggesting that plasma APP mRNA levels may be a good marker for diagnosing Alzheimer's disease. Similarly, the gene PSD3, which is highly expressed in the nervous system and localized to the postsynaptic density based on sequence similarities (59, 60) , shows an increase in the plasma of patients with Alzheimer's disease. By plotting the ΔCt values of APP against PSD3, we observed clustering of AD patients away from the normal patients. Although the ultimate sensitivity and specificity of this approach remain to be determined, it is intriguing to consider that cell-free RNA may serve as a potential blood test-based diagnostic for Alzheimer's disease and other neurodegenerative disorders.
Regulation of gene expression in space and time is key to understanding how the underlying complexity and variation during the process of fetal development can arise from the DNA blueprint. Until now, few studies have been able to capture the temporal dynamics of gene transcription in human fetuses during the course of pregnancy. Here, we discovered plasma cell-free transcripts that exhibit temporal dynamics during pregnancy. We characterized the dynamics underlying the maternal transcriptome and extracted fetal tissue-specific information. We anticipate these results are a stepping stone toward translating the temporal dynamics of plasma mRNA for clinical diagnosis of pregnancy-associated complications and developmental diseases, especially those that are temporal in nature and involve cellular apoptosis.
Materials and Methods
Detailed information about the analysis procedures of the experimental data for qRT-PCR, sequencing, and microarray can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
Clinical Sample Collection. Following informed consent, pregnant patients were recruited in a Stanford University Institutional Review Board-approved protocol. Peripheral blood was prospectively obtained during each trimester during the course of pregnancy and within 6 wk postpartum. Samples for nonpregnant control patients were obtained from a Stanford University Institutional Review Board-approved blood bank protocol. For the cell-free RNA measurements of patients with Alzheimer's disease, plasma samples were drawn from six clinically diagnosed patients with Alzheimer's disease and an additional 10 age-matched controls.
Extraction of Cell-Free RNA from Plasma. Patient blood was collected into EDTA-coated Vacutainers. Blood was centrifuged at 1,600 × g for 10 min at 4°C, and the plasma was centrifuged again at 16,000 × g for 10 min at 4°C to remove residual cells. Cell-free RNA was extracted from 3 mL of plasma using TRIzol (Invitrogen) and the RNeasy Kit (Qiagen) with DNase I digestion according to the manufacturer's instructions. RNA integrity was verified using the RNA 6000 Pico Kit on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent).
cDNA Synthesis and Amplification. cDNA was synthesized and amplified from cell-free RNA using the NuGen's RNA-Seq Ovation System Kit (NuGen). The amplified cDNA was quantified by real-time PCR using TaqMan Universal Master Mix (ABI) on a Stratagen Real-Time PCR System (Stratagene). The probes of the real-time PCR were targeting to one housekeeping gene, GAPDH, and one pregnancy-specific gene, PLAC4.
Deconvolution of Cell-Free RNA Transcriptome Using Microarray. Deconvolution of a cell-free transcriptome is used to determine the relative contribution of each tissue type toward the cell-free RNA transcriptome. The following AD NORMAL AD NORMAL Fig. 5 . Measurements of PSD3 and APP cell-free RNA transcripts levels in plasma shows that the levels of these two transcripts are elevated in AD patients and can be used to cleanly group the AD patients from the normal patients.
steps are used to determine the relative RNA contributions of certain tissues in a sample. First, tissue-specific gene expression is identified using the Human 133A/GNF1H Gene Atlas Database. Microarray measurements of the cellfree RNA in plasma from a sample is assessed against these known tissuespecific expression profiles. The total RNA is considered a summation of these different tissue-specific transcripts. Quadratic programming can be used as a constrained optimization method to deduce the relative optimal contributions of different organs/tissues toward the cell-free transcriptome of the sample
where Y is the observed cell-free transcriptome; π is the fractional contribution of the tissue type toward the observed maternal trancriptome; X is the known tissue-specific gene expression vector for that particular tissue; e is the normally distributed error; and i is the index of different tissue type. Additional constraints includes P π i = 1 and π i ≥ 0, because π is defined as the fractional contribution of each tissue type. Consequently, to obtain the optimal fractional contribution of each tissue type, we seek to minimize least-square error subjected to stated constraints. The above equations are then implemented using quadratic programming in R to obtain the relative contributions of the tissue types toward the cell-free transcriptome.
Parallel qPCR for Panel of Selected Transcripts. Quantification of these fetal tissue-specific transcripts was carried out using the EvaGreen (Biotium) chemistry on the Fluidigm Biomark system (61). This system allows for simultaneous query of a panel of fetal tissue-specific transcripts. Amplification was performed using Evagreen primers targeting the genes of interest. Extracted RNA source was preamplified using the CellsDirect One-Step qRT-PCR kit (Invitrogen). Modifications were made to the default One-Step qRT-PCR protocol to accommodate a longer incubation time for reverse transcription. Nineteen cycles of preamplification were conducted, and the collected PCR products were cleaned up using exonuclease I treatment. To increase the dynamic range and the ability to quantify the efficiency of the later qPCR steps, serial dilutions were performed on the PCR products across 5-, 10-, and 20-fold dilutions. Each of the collected maternal plasma samples from individual pregnant woman across the time points went through the same procedures and was loaded onto 48 × 48 dynamic array chips (Fluidigm) to perform the qPCR. For a positive control, fetal tissue-specific RNAs from the various fetal tissue types were purchased from Agilent. Each of these RNAs from fetal tissues went through the same preamplification and exonuclease treatment. All collected data from the Fluidigm system were preprocessed using Fluidigm real-time PCR analysis software to obtain the respective Ct values for each of the transcripts across all samples. Negative controls of the experiments were performed for the entire process with water, as well as with samples that had not undergone the reverse transcription process.
Analysis of Ct Values. Prior studies have shown that fetal tissue-specific RNA transcripts will be cleared from the maternal peripheral bloodstream within a short period after birth (16) . Hence, the cell-free RNA repertoire after birth will be lacking in fetal tissue-specific RNA transcripts. We can then expect that the quantity of these fetal tissue-specific transcripts to be higher than that after birth. We are interested in the relative quantitative changes of the tissue-specific transcripts across all three trimesters of pregnancy compared with the baseline level after the baby is born. Analysis was conducted by comparing the fold change levels of each of these fetal tissue-specific transcripts across all three trimesters using the housekeeping genes as the baseline for comparison; we verified from the microarray and RNAseq data that the levels of the housekeeping genes did not significantly change throughout the course of pregnancy or postpartum. The ΔCt method is used here (62) . Subsequently, the ΔCt value can be interpreted as a measure of the level of expression of the transcripts across each trimesters to postpartum and is plotted against the trimesters to illustrate the temporal trends.
Detection of Circular RNA Transcripts. Detection was performed using the computation pipeline described in Memczak et al. on the sequenced data of maternal plasma (22) .
